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Abstract
In the Majoron models the SU(2) doublet Higgs can decay invisibly
into a Majoron pair via its mixing with a singlet. An analysis of the
LEP data shows the invisible decay mode to be more visible than
the SM decay. For these models, the dominantly doublet Higgs H is
shown to have a mass limit within ±6 GeV of the SM limit irrespective
of the model parameters. But the dominantly singlet one S can be
arbitrarily light for sufficiently small mixing angle.
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The e+e− collider LEP at CERN has helped in establishing many of
the crucial aspects of the standard model (SM). It has however not yet found
the Higgs boson which plays a key role in the breaking of the SU(2)× U(1)
invariance of SM. The latest limit [1] on its mass MH coming from the recent
LEP data is nearly 60 GeV.
The published ALEPH data from LEP have also been used to constrain
parameters of extensions of SM [2]. Many extensions such as multi-Higgs or
supersymmetric models [3] contain additional Higgs doublets which change
the couplings of the SM Higgs to the Z and fermions through mixing. This
results in somewhat relaxed limits on the Higgs mass [2] compared to SM.
There exists some extensions which are however qualitatively different. These
extensions, to be generically called Majoron models [4], are characterized by
the presence of a Goldstone boson. The couplings of this Goldstone boson
to the Higgs are not required in these models to be small on any theoretical
or phenomenological grounds. As a consequence, the physical Higgs could
decay into an invisible channel containing a Majoron pair [5-8]. Although
the importance of extending the Higgs search at LEP to the invisible decay
channel has been repeatedly emphasised over the past decade [5-8], there
has been no quantitative effort in this direction so far. The present work is
devoted to this exercise. We analyse the published ALEPH data [2] for the
invisible as well as the SM decay modes of a Higgs particle using a parton
level MC event generator. The missing energy channels with 1 or 2 jets which
are the most viable channels for the SM Higgs search, are seen to be even
more viable for the invisibly decaying Higgs particle. Thus the data gives
even stronger Higgs mass limits in the latter case compared to the former,
as we shall see below.
The key features shared by all the Majoron models MM [4-11] is a
spontaneously broken global U(1) symmetry and a complex SU(2) × U(1)
singlet scalar field η transforming non-trivially under the global U(1) [14].
This U(1) could have different physical meanings in different models, e.g.,
total lepton number [4], combination of lepton numbers [9], or a more general
family symmetry [10]. Moreover, the model may contain more than one Higgs
doublet [11], Higgs triplets [6,13], or more singlets as in the supersymmetric
model with spontaneous R parity breaking [8]. But irrespective of these
details, all models will contain at least one more real scalar (ηR ≡ Re η/
√
2)
mixing with the neutral component φR of the conventional Higgs doublet. In
the simplest case of only one doublet and one singlet, the physical states are
given by
H = cos θφR + sin θηR (1)
2
S = − sin θφR + cos θηR, (2)
where θ is a mixing angle. Without any loss of generality θ can be chosen to
lie in the range 0 − 45◦. With this choice H and S have dominant doublet
and singlet components respectively. We shall follow this choice.
The spontaneous breaking of the global U(1) generates a Majoron J ≡
Im η/
√
2 in all the above models. This gets coupled to massive Higgs through
a quartic term δ φ†φ η†η in the scalar potential. Such a coupling cannot be
easily forbidden by any symmetry [15] and leads to the decays H → JJ and
S → JJ which dominate over the conventional H → bb and S → bb decays
for a large range in the relevant parameters [5]. Thus the Higgs bosons in
these models are expected to decay dominantly into an invisible channel and
the experimental search should take this channel into account [16].
The SM Higgs is assumed to be produced at LEP through the Bjorken
process e+e− → Z∗H → ffH [3] and is searched for [1,2] by means of the
signals (A) l+l− + one or two jets, and (B) one or two jets + missing
energy. The signal in (A) would be produced by Z∗ → ll, H → bb, while (B)
is generated when Z∗ → νν and H → bb. In Majoron models, the signal in
(A) is expected to get diluted [5,11] due to a considerable reduction in the
branching ratio for H → ff . A similar dilution would also occur in (B), but
in this case a new mode namely Z∗ → qq and H → JJ also contribute to
the same signal. Indeed this new mode more than compensates for the loss
of the SM decay signals, thanks to the larger branching fraction of Z⋆ → qq
relative to νν and ℓℓ. In the following, we derive general limits on the Higgs
masses including both the contributions (A) and (B).
The spin averaged matrix element square for the Bjorken process in
the SM is
|M |2
e+e−→Z⋆H→ffH
=
2(4πα)3M2ZCf
sin6 θW cos6 θW[
C1(p+ · q−)(p− · q+) + C2(p+ · q+)(p− · q−)
{(s−M2Z)2 +M2ZΓ2Z} {(s1 −M2Z) +M2ZΓ2Z}
] (3)
with
C1,2 = (C
e2
V + C
e2
A )(C
f2
V + C
f2
A )± 4CeVCeACfVCfA, (4)
where p± and q± are the e
± and f, f momenta; and s1 stands for the virtual
Z⋆ mass. The colour factor Cf is 3(1) for quarks (leptons); and the vector
and axial-vector couplings are defined in terms of the weak isospin T3 and
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electric charge Q as
CfV = T
f
3 − 2Qf sin2 θW , CfA = T f3 . (5)
For the massive b quark there is an additional term in the numerator of the
square bracket of (3), i.e.
m2b(C
e2
V + C
e2
A )
{
(Cb
2
V − Cb2A ) s2 + Cb
2
A
(s1−2M2Z)
M4
Z
·
·(2p+ · (q+ + q−)p− · (q+ + q−)− ss1/2)
} (3a)
Due to mixing, eqs.(1-2), the production of H(S) will be reduced by
cos2 θ (sin2 θ) compared to eq.(3). Eq.(3) can be used to obtain the expected
number of events consistent with the experimental cuts imposed to reduce
the background.
We shall work with the published ALEPH data [2], because this is the
only LEP data we could find which explicitly describes all the experimental
cuts. This will be required for our quantitative MC analysis. The data
sample corresponds to a little over 185000 hadronic Z events, spread over a
CM energy range of 88.2 – 94.2 GeV at intervals of 1 GeV. The expected
number of events for the Bjorken process (3) at each energy is obtained
by multiplying the corresponding number of hadronic Z events by the ratio
of the two cross-sections. Thus the effect of initial state radiation factors
out from the normalisation [17]. What remains unaccounted for is a slight
reduction of the final state particle (Hff) momenta due to the ISR. This is
negligible for our purpose, however, since only 2% of the LEP events have
an ISR photon energy exceeding 2 GeV [18].
The dominant channels for the Higgs signal in the SM (HZ⋆ → bbνν)
as well as the Majoron models MM (HZ⋆ → JJqq) are the missing energy
channels containing 1 or 2 jets. Therefore we shall concentrate on the ex-
perimental data and cuts of ALEPH [2] in these channels. The two channels
are separated by defining two hemispheres with respect to the thrust axis.
Events with total energy deposit < 2 GeV in one of the hemispheres consti-
tute the 1) monojet channel while the remainder constitute the 2) acoplanar
jets channel.
Since the 2nd channel dominates the signal for most of the Higgs mass
range, let us discuss it in some detail. In our parton level MC simulation it
corresponds to events, where the angle between the two quarks θjj > 90
◦ and
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the softer quark has an energy > 2 GeV. Table I summarises the effects of
the ALEPH cuts on a 50 GeV Higgs signal for the SM and MM decays. The
corresponding results for the ALEPH simulation of a 50 GeV SM Higgs signal
are also shown along with their data. To start with, the missing energy E/ cut
is implimented through a visible mass cut Mjj < 70 GeV. The low angle cut
requires the energy coming out within 12◦ of the beam axis to be < 3 GeV
and that beyond 30◦ of the beam axis to be > 60% of the visible energy. It
removes events with jets close to the beam pipe, where measurement errors
can simulate a E/. The acollinearity cut removes the Z → qq and τ+τ−
background where the E/ can be due to fluctuation (including escaping ν)
of one or both the jets. The tanα > 4 cut for the missing momentum ~p/,
making an angle α with the beam axis, removes the E/ background from ISR
and e+e− → (e+e−)γγ processes. The isolation cut removes E/ background
from the fluctuation of any one of the jets. The acoplanarity cut for a 3-jet
like events removes that due to fluctuation of one or more of these jets. This
is analogous to the acollinearity cut for the 2-jet events. The acoplanarity
cut for the 2-jet events removes the E/ background arising from ISR along
with the fluctuation of one or both the jets. The remaining few events are
the residual γγ events, which are removed by the total pT cut. The last line
shows that the original visible mass cut is dispensible, since all the events
are removed even without it.
The cuts are seen to have no strong effect on the Higgs signal for either
the SM or the MM, since they naturally simulate a large missing energy which
is neither tied up to the beam nor the jet directions. Comparing our parton
level MC simulation for the SM Higgs signal with the full MC simulation of
ALEPH one sees an agreement to within 10% for any combination of the cuts.
Since a 10% variation in the signal corresponds to a < 1 GeV charge in MH ,
we expect the MH limit from the parton level MC to be reliable to within
1 GeV. The overall efficiency factor in the two cases of course agree at the
level of ∼ 2%. We have checked that the agreement continues to be good to
∼ 10% forMH ≥ 20 GeV [19]. ForMH < 20 GeV, the H → τ+τ−, DD decay
modes become important; so that there is an appreciable loss of efficiency
due to the ALEPH requirement of at least 5 good tracks. Although one
could incorporate this into the parton level MC, we felt it unnecessary to
extend our SM Higgs analysis to this region. Comparing the Higgs signals
for the SM and MM decays one again sees that the effect of the cuts are very
similar in the two cases. This is to some extent accidential; MH = 50 GeV
corresponds to a peak value of MZ⋆ ≃ 40 GeV, so that the decay quark jets
have very similar kinematics for the two cases. At lower MH , the efficiency
factor for the MM decay is somewhat lower than the SM decay (Fig. 1). This
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is partly due to the 70 GeV mass cut which affects the MM decay signal as
MZ⋆ increases with decreasing MH . For the same reason, however, the decay
quark jets are expected to be hard and hence satisfy the requirement of ≥ 5
good tracks automatically. Consequently our parton level MC result should
hold even at low Higgs mass for the MM decay.
Fig. 1 shows the expected number of signal events as a function of
the Higgs mass for the SM and MM decays. The normalisation corresponds
to the production cross-section from (3) – i.e. it corresponds to the limit
θ → 0 when H becomes essentially a doublet. The event rates are shown
both before and after the experimental cuts. The contributions of the two
channels to the latter rate are also shown separately. As expected the SM
signal is dominated by the monojet and acoplanar jets contributions at small
and large MH respectively. The MM signal is dominated by the acoplanar
jets throughout theMH range of interest; but the importance of the monojet
contribution increases with increasing MH (i.e. decreasing MZ⋆). Comparing
the SM and MM decay signals we see that the latter is larger by a factor of
2 → 3 for mH = 20 → 50 GeV. This is due to the larger branching fraction
of Z⋆ → qq relative to νν, which remains largely unaffected by the cuts. The
SM decay signal can be increased a little by including contributions from
other channels, notably Z⋆ → ℓ+ℓ−. The crosses denote the resulting signal
taken from [2]. Still the size of the SM decay signal remains small relative
to the MM decay. This clearly demonstrates that an invisible decay mode of
a Higgs particle would be more visible at LEP compared to the SM decay.
The 95% CL limits on MH , corresponding to 3 signal events, are 48 and 54
GeV for the SM and MM decays respectively. It may be noted here that the
latest MH limit of ∼ 60 GeV for the SM decay [1] would roughly correspond
to a 65 GeV limit for the MM decay.
In general one expects both the SM and MM decays to occur with a
relative branching ratio r say. Moreover, the physical Higgs particles H and
S are expected to be combinations of the doublet and singlet fields. Thus
the expected size of the Higgs signal is in general
Nexp = cos
2 θ
{
NSM(MH)
rH
1+rH
+NMM(MH)
1
1+rH
}
+ sin2 θ
{
NSM(MS)
rS
1+rS
+NMM(MS)
1
1+rS
}
,
(6)
where NSM and NMM correspond to the crosses of Fig. 1a and the solid
line of Fig. 1b respectively. One can get independent limits on MH and
MS by assuming that only one of them contributes to the signal. These
will be somewhat weaker than the joint limit of course. Fig. 2 shows the
independent limits on MH and MS for the extreme values of rH,S = 0 and
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∞ as a functions of the mixing angle θ. Thus the 2 bands represent the
lower limits of MH and MS over the entire parameter space. Note that the
limit of MH , representing the physical Higgs particle with larger doublet
component, is remarkably stable vis a vis the SM limit. For small θ, where
H is dominated by the doublet component, the limit increases from 48 to 54
GeV as the branching fraction for the MM decay increases from 0 to 1 as
expected from Fig. 1. Increasing the mixing angle θ to its maximal value of
45◦ decreases the production rate by a factor of 2 and correspondingly the
MH limit by ∼ 6 GeV. Thus
M lim.H = M
lim.
SM ± 6 GeV (7)
for the entire parameter space. Again this correlation should hold for the
recent LEP data [1] as well. The MS limits coincide with MH at θ = 45
◦ as
expected from (6); but goes down steadily with θ (i.e. the SZZ coupling).
Thus the MS limit goes down to ∼ 10 GeV for θ ∼ 10◦, below which there
is no MS limit from the published ALEPH data [2]. It is easy to translate
this into a MS mass limit of ∼ 10 GeV for θ ∼ 5◦ for the recent data [1].
Recently some of the above points have been discussed at a qualitative level
in [20].
Finally, Fig. 3 shows the joint limit on MH and MS from (6) for
rH,S = 0, where the invisible decay mode dominates for both the Higgs
particles. The limits are shown for 3 representative values of the mixing
angle. The corresponding limits for rH,S =∞ are essentially given by parallel
curves shifted to the left by ∼ 6 GeV.
We shall conclude by relating the relative branching ratios rH,S to the
underlying model parameters. In the simplest case discussed above, the Higgs
sector of the model with φ and η fields contains [5] one more independent
parameter, tan β ≡ 〈φ〉/〈η〉, in addition to MH , MS and θ. The relative
branching ratios are given by
rH ≈ 1
12
(
mb
MH
)2
cot2 θ cot2 β
(
1− 4 m
2
b
M2H
)3/2
(8)
rS ≈ 1
12
(
mb
MS
)2
tan2 θ cot2 β
(
1− 4m
2
b
M2S
)3/2
. (9)
The actual value of θ as well as tan β is detemined by the scale of the global
U(1) breaking relative to the SU(2)× U(1) breaking scale, as well as by the
quartic couplings in the Higgs potential. Typical expectations would thus
be tanβ ≈ O(1) and cos θ ≈ O(1), if the two scales coincide. In the event
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of 〈η〉 >> 〈φ〉, tanβ is very small and the Higgs decay to a Majoron pair is
supressed. In the converse limit of 〈η〉 << 〈φ〉, the Higgs mainly decay [11]
to Majoron pairs if the coefficient of the quartic term φ†φ η†η in the potential
is O(1).
In the foregoing discussions, we have assumed that the Higgs sector of
the Majoron model contains a doublet and a singlet. Some models [8,11] do
require additional scalar fields either as doublets or singlets. The Higgs fields
in these models will not be given by simple expressions like eqs.(1) and (2)
containing only one mixing angle. The limits on the various Higgs masses
would be different in these models, since the production cross sections would
now be suppressed by different amounts and Nexp would change accordingly.
But generically, one should be able to derive strong constraints in these
models as well. Specifically, in the absence of large mixing angles, the limit
of MH > 54 would be applicable to these models as well, if Higgs decays
mainly into the invisible channel.
In summary, we have considered here limits on the Higgs mass in Ma-
joron models which contain the interesting possibility of the decay of Higgs
bosons to an invisible channel. A minimal models of this type contains two
Higgs scalars H and S which are predominantly SU(2)× U(1) doublet and
singlet, respectively. We have shown that the LEP data imply a stringent
limit on the mass of the H . Specifically, the limit on MH could be better
than in SM; and in any case it should lie within ±6 GeV of the SM limit.
In contrast, the predominantly singlet Higgs S could be even lighter than
10 GeV. We have used in this work only the published ALEPH data [2]. A
similar analysis of the more recent data [1] would evidently strengthen these
results [21].
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Table I. Effect of ALEPH cuts in the acoplanar jets channel on the parton
level MC simulation of a 50 GeV Higgs signal for the Standard Model
and Majoron Model (Invisible Decay). The corresponding results for
the ALEPH simulation of a 50 GeV SM Higgs signal are also shown
along with their Data.
Cut Data Efficiency (%) of a 50 GeV Higgs signal
No. of Events SM (ALEPH) SM MM
Mass Cut 11,865 99.4 100 100
Mvis. < 70 GeV
Low Angle Cut 5,018 90.4 81 77
E12 < 3 GeV, E
30 < .6Evis.
Acollinearity 305 83.2 72 71
θjj < 165
◦
Low Angle Cut for ~p/ 155 78.8 70 69.5
Tan α > .4
Isolation of ~p/ 73 75.1 70 68.6
Econe < 3 GeV
Acoplanarity for
3 jet events 19 71.2 70 68.6
S =
3∑
i=1
θi < 350
◦
if θmini > 40
◦
Acoplanarity 7 67.7 66.5 66.4
φjj < 175
◦
γγ Bg. Cut 0 67.7 66.5 66.4
|
∑
~pT | > .05ECM
if Mvis < 25 GeV
Without Mass Cut 0 67.8 66.5 66.4
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. The expected Higgs signals for the SM and MM (invisible) decay
modes corresponding to the published ALEPH data [2].
Fig. 2. Mass limits for H and S shown as functions of the mixing angle
for the two limits corresponding to predominant MM (r = 0) and SM
(r =∞) decays.
Fig. 3. Joint mass limit for H and S shown for rH,S = 0 and 3 representative
values of the mixing angle θ. The region to the right of the curves are
allowed.
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